
-- j.

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
3

13,-
14

15

15

17

18

19

20

21'

22

23

24

25

Otu~u~ ~lK~Ull ~l

of Appeals case Hhieh has DPproved it, and.,......
- ----

that does give me some concern. And so I

am 90ing to do something that I don't often

do. but in so doing, I think I'm being -- I

think I'm facing the ruling as I see 1t. I

think it's admissible, but I'm not sure.

Out of an abundance of precaution, because

I don't \'Iont to take the chance, I am

ruling that this Hitness may not give hiS

expert opinion a to causual relation

betHeen the footprint or sock print and the

defendant,

However, what He re dealing H1th here

is physical eVidence found at the scene of

the crime. And as to your so-called phase

one level, I rule against yoU, and I rule

that the witness may in effect tell the

jury that which he told me on the stond out

of the presence of the jury \'lith the

exception of the feet thet he may not stete

any expert opinions on the SUbject, That's

my ruling.

Now, we will come back at 9:30 tomorrow

morning, and I haDe that He will be ready

to start with the prosecution's evidence as
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judging the materiality of trial counsel's, ~ll such counsel failu.r:es, including

some that may not alone. have been sufficient to cause a reasonable

probability of a different outcome are to be included. For example, Petitioner

noted in his opening brief, at 3, the failure of trial counsel to obtain and put

on readily available expert testimony (that the state's bloody footprints and

sneaker prints could not have been made by a person with the foot size of

Jens Soering, see Affidavit of Russell Johnson, retired from New Jersey

Bureau of Criminal Investigation, A359-363; Affidavit of Harvey Van

Hoven, forensic chemist with City of Rochester, A364-69; Affidavit of

retired FBI Special Agent Frederick Webb, A375-378), The District Court

rejected this argument on the incorrect premise that the trial court had ruled

that no expert testimony would be admitted on this issue. A1571. In fact,

what the trial court held was that the state's witness was not an expert

testimony because his training and experience was in tire treads impressions,

not foot or shoe prints. Trans.6/4~/90 at 672-74. Thus the District Court's P-,Obu.-h L'(
'7 I" _ 7/.(jL to<.... !X- f ,

assumption that the defense could only have put on lay testimony is incorrect.

There were true experts (see A359-69; 375-78) ,,,,ho could have testified with

authority that the state witness' "correspondences" and plastic overlays were

hogwash, and that in fact the footprints and shoe prints were not consistent

",lith the size of Soering's foot, and l1}at they in no way eliminated Elizabeth

15



1

2

3 Q

(PHOTOGRAPHS MARKED AS COMMONWEALTH

EXHIBITS 339 - 348,)

And Your Honor, may Mr, Hallett step down in

4 front of the jury and use these?

5

6 Q

THE COURT: Certainly,

And Mr, Hallett, if you'd put them in the

7 order which yOU need them, my only request would be as YOU

8

9

10

11

12

refe r to them, if yOU would designate the Comm'onHeal th' s

Exhibit Number for us, And I don't know whether this Hill
help us or get in the Hay, but let's try it as He gO

through and see if it wi 11 help, if not, they'll move it
out of the Hay for us, If yOU Hould just begin in your

13 olin fashion to describe what yOU did with the comparison

14 of these known foot impressions to the photograph that we

15 have been talking about as LR-3,

16

17

18

19 A

THE COURT: Before yOU start. Mr.

Hallett, I want YOU to state facts and not

opinions, sir, YOU understand?

Yes, sir, I do,

20 I identified first what has been referred to

21 as LR-3 , the impression which was in question and located;

22 at the crime scene. The white object next to the

23 impression is the ruler that the investigator placed next

24 to the impression he found prior to taking the photograph,

25 By using the ruler as a guide, the phptagraph could be

960 ~
, ,
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1

_ .. ----.- .. - .• - ................uu.....UV!!

enlarged so that the impression would be a true and l~~
2 accurate representation of what he saw at the time, This

3 is a true and accurate photograph of the size of that

4 impression,

5 Examination involving a bare foot is to

6 first of all. identify it as likely being a' barefoot

7 impression and not something else that could accidently

8 have mode such on impression, The presence of five toes

9 was observed d~Jing my examination. as ~ell as what we

10 would refer to as the ball of the foot or 0 metatarsal

11 pad, the arch area. the third area that I would examine.

12 and finally the heel area. During the examinution. I

appear to be a design consistent with a sock covering,

the big toe in the fourth toe area and an that lateral

observed that the heel area had some distortion. there

appeared to have been a slide in the heel before it come I

i
Also surrounding portions of the impression I

!

I
I
I

sid~ I can find a design where my fingers are placed.

to rest,

Generally on the lateral side. or the outside away from

19

20

18

13

14

15

16

17

21 There is also an absence of whot I call dermal ridge, the

22 creased lines, identifying features af the foot, I did

23 put it that it was probably a barefoot impressian with a

24 sock covering on it.

25 The distortion involved in this particular
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Testimony of Robert Hallett- Direct Examination

.'

-photograph was et the heel a.rea,_.wbeLe I_tliaught ther~ w9.,s ~
---

a slide, and what appears to be a smearing or Sliding

3 involving some of the toes. However, the outline of the

4 impression in the arch area of the boll and the presence

5 of the five toes was clear.

6 One of the impressions from Jens Soering's

7 walking impression was selected as a demonstration purpose

8 here, This faot impression was made in ink, it involved

9 the bare foot of Jens Soering. I again examined it for

10 its clarity, the presence of all of the toes that there

11 hadn't been on accidental move. There was a double

12 impression at the heel.

1

.or.

13

14

15

16

MR, NEATON: I would obj ect to that. to

an opinion.

THE WITNESS: No, sir, it· s not an

opinion, I have other ones that I --

MR. UPDIKE: If I might, Your Honor,

rephrase the question in terms of if he

:m

,
•

17

18

19

respond, he is just describing I could

tt

20

21

could point where there is the indications

of the end of the foot.
did'

ith

i
icul fr
- I

POgeI

22

23

24

25

THE COURT: Let's try that,

MR. UPDIKE: Okay,
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I had to prepare a transparency. Since the

Beginning with the toes, this simply says to me, this is,

the big toe" the first arrow, and each of the subsequent

The red arrows that appear an this

All right, please continue.

Yes, I understand it. The end of the heel

,

Did YOU understand my question?

:

method of this type of examination relies'principally Upon

became a work sheet of mine, that I wanted to remember.

i eSllmony of Robert Hallett- Direct Examination

previously described, Commonwealth's Exhibit 348.

print of one foot of the suspect is superimposed over the

A Both impressions had clear form features

my examination that this was the end of the ~eel.

was clear where my thumb is placed, and that I presumed

Q

By examining the form of this foot and the LR-3

BY MR. UPUKL: ~(continuingJ

that yOU can see the transparency. It is a true and

that this foot could not have made that impression.

transparency are mine, I placed them there. They are

questioned impression. I placed a piece of White paper so

about them. To use the word morphology simply means form.

accurate print of Jens Soering's foot that I have

simply to draw my own attention to points, since this

impression, I could not make an elimination at this point

an overlay system, that is where a transparency of the

Q

A

_ 1

2

3
11

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

963
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1 a~rows for the lateral toes, In the space between the

2 toes and the metatarsal pad, I have placed arrows again ta

3 show the irregular feature to myself to remember it,

4 noting a bump, small plateau, or what I refer to as a

5 plateau, each side af it, natches next ta the big toe, the

6 roundness of this medial side of the metatarsai pad, the

7 sharp diagonal in the line or the imprint of this

8 particular impression, a small delta, two notches where

9 the arch begins to the metatarsal pad, and the same

10 features in the heel; find this point, and the ends of

11 what I accepted as the end of that impression, that's what

12 each of the red arrows meant to me,

13 I then independently, and in this case I am

14 using a black and white photograph, which was all that Has

15 available to me at the time I mode this, the laboratory

16 did not have color capability, Again, the red arrows were

17 simply my indications to me of where I sow the concave

18 feature of the arch area, the small delta I referred to,

19 notches where the metatarsal begins to the arch, the sharp

20 diogoRol in the ball of the foot, the presence of each of

21 the toes, the notation of a small point between the fourth'

22 and fifth toe, and the delta in the forward edge or

23 anterior side of the metatarsal pod.

24 I then placed the transparency of Jens

25 Soering's foot for the presence of each of the toes, the
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Testimony ofRobert Hallett- Direct Examination

previously identified on the red arro~s.

The diagonal of the ball

I then superimposed Mr. Soering' s

Subsequently I ~as able to obtain color

photographs of the LR-3 , and I did essentially the same

Subsequently, I ~as asked to compare the

LR-3 impression ~ith three other inked foot impressions.

red arro~s. I looked for the plateaued area, presence of

that they ~ere in fact there.

Elizabeth Haysom, of her right foot. I again looked for

second toe, the location of each of the toes to ascertain

space bet~een the first toe or the large toe and the

smaller space in the remaining toes. I looked also for

space bet~een the last toe.

impression to find each of the features ~hich I have

de Ita, for·t he con caveness, appar entin the LR- 3

the same features that I have previously identified ~ith

thing, looking for the bump as I referred to it on this

part of the metatarsal pad, the delta in the for~ard ~r I
the middle part of the metatarsal pad, the presence of thel

toes ~ith the space bet~een the first and the second, the I
close proximity of the second and third, and some~hat of 0 1

!
[

I

I
:
!
!,

a bump as I referred to it in the metatarsal pad, the ~ide

space bet~een the large toe and the second toe, and a

again featured.

the diagonal of the ball of the foot, the presence of a

The first that I am holding up is the foot impression of

'II!'
II!• I,

II 1.,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 l

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Testimony ofRobert Hallett- Direct Examination

1 space between tne-nTsT toe or {fie rarge to-e-and- the ----_

2 second toe, the location of each of the toes to ascertain

3 that they were in fact there.

4 Subsequently I was able to obtain color

5 photographs of the LR-3 , and I did essentially the same

6 thing, looking for the bump as I referred to it on this

7 part of the metatarsal pad, the delta in the forward or

8 the middle part of the metatarsal pod, the presence of the

9 toes with the space between the first and the second, the

10 close proximity of the second and third, and somewhat of a

11 space between the last toe. The diagonal of the ball

12 again featured. I the.n superimposed Mr. Soering' s

13 impre~sion to find each of the features which I have

14 preViously identified on the red arrows.

15 Subsequently, I was asked to compare the

16 LR-3 impression with three other inked foot impressions.

17 The first that I am holding UP is the foot impression of

18 Elizabeth Haysom, of her right foot. I again looked for

19 the some features that I have previously identified with

20 rEd arrows. I looked for the plateaued area, presence of

21 a bump as I referred to it in the metatarsal pod, the wide

22 space between the large toe and the second toe, and a

23 smaller space in the remaining toes. I looked also for

24 the diagonal of the boll of the foot, the presence of a

25 delta, for the concaveness, apparent in the LR-3
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impression, and the shape of the heel.

come together.

impression below it.

concave area of the arch. I then prepared; as I did in

Some location or

I
I

i
I
I

impression as I did when!
I

I

._'" lo.. _

U I..i I t:: I .) ,between ~h~

The next impression of Elizabeth Haysom, I

And finally, the impression of Julian

The next impression I received was that of

presence of the delta Where the metotarsal and the arch

boll. The angular side of the boll of the foot, the

Haysom, the some procedure, again look looking for the

width of the impression, the significant contoured orea,

I compared Jens Soering's impression with the LR-3, the

referred to, or the delta in the forward portion of the

impression was that of Fontaine Harris, I laoked to see

looked at the forward edge of the metatarsal pod for the
967

inked~impressions over the LR-3 impression. The first

spacing of the toes, the length of the impression, the

Fontaine Harris. Again, I went through the sam~ process,

far any superimposing of the inked impression and the LR-3

the first, transparencies of each of the three subsequent

features thaf I found in the LR-3

space between the large toe and the second toe and a much

indication of the bump in the location that I have

accounting for the toes, the location of the toes, some

I smeller- ·$poc.e

1

2
12

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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calls for on opinion,

area, and whether they did superimpose,

MR, NEATON: I am going to obj ect, it

The final impression that I compared was

I have noAll right. Mr, Hollett,

MR, UPDIKE: I hadn't said anything,

THE COURT: Sustained, Sustained,

point,

Now as to the LR-3 itself. can YOU describe

Your Honor. just trying to think at this

on expert, Objection sustained. sir,

that's opinion, he's not been qualified as:

hardwood floor such as we have here, what does the foot

Q

which may have referred to on that portion, the location

the toes being in their proper location, the superimpose

and placement of the toes by lifting it UP and putting it

s·lippery substance of some sort. particularly on a

do, how does it respond, what are the functions of it?

over the toes of the LR-3 impression, Some indication of

a plateau or bump of area on the metatarsal pod, some kind

of diagonal in the boll area. the concaveness of the arch

down, I could see if there was any superimposing,

the action and function of the foot as it comes ucross a

that of julian Hoysom, again looking for the presence of

Testimony ofRobert Hallett- Direct Examination 117
- -p ~~-S-e-llc-e- 0 f the p-l-a te aued al:e-a-.. t I"i e- pre sen ce-0 1'-",," b"'~_-~- 1

2

3

4_

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Testimony of Robert Hallett- Cross Examination

1 further questions at this point, If YOU

2 Hould resume the stand, and I'11 get this

3 out of the Hay, and if you'd please anSHer

4 any questions counsel may have,

5

6 CROSS FXAMINATION

7 BY MR, NEATON:

8 Q Mr, Hallett, YOU said that you didn't knoH

9 JUlian Haysom, Elizabeth Haysom or Fontaine Harris

10 personally, I just Hant to clear something up, do yOU knoH

11 my client personally?

12 A I don't knoH ony of the comparisons

13 personally, no,

14 Q You took the sample of Elizabeth HaYsom's

15 footprints from the roll of paper that they Here an, is

16 that correct?

17 A Yes, I did,

18 Q And did yOU have any sock covered

19 impressions of Elizabeth Haysom's foot to compare Hith

20 Hhat ~as been called the LR-3 print?

21 A No, sir.

22 Q Did yOU have any sock covered footprints of

23 JUlian Haysom or Fontaine Harris to compare?

24 A No, sir, I did not.

25 Q Did you have sock covered foot impressions

969
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Testimony of Robert Hallett- Cross Examination

YOu can find it,

Judge,

find it for YOU,

BY MR. NEATON: (continuing)

Now in terms of Elizabeth Hoysom's footprint

No, I did not,

Yes, I did,

You did nat use a sock covered foot.

we'll be happy to, if YOU Hant to find it,

MR. UPDIKE: If YOU want us to help YOU

see, I just don't know the number of it,

MR, NEATON: I know what I wont to

You'd like to see, and we'll see if we can

MR, UPDIKE: Be happy to tell yOU what

would be able to tell you.

Ricky, YOU can give me some help?

MR, CLEAVELAND: Detective Gardner

Q

A

no idea what the number of this Commonwealth's Exhibit is,

Q

Q Mr, Hallett, could YOU step down and point

A

of Jens Soering to compare with th~ LR-3?

to the foot print of Elizabeth Haysom that yOU used for

that YOU chose, and it's among this mess down here, I have

you?

impression of Jens Soering to compare with the LR-3, did

--~

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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Testimony of Robert Hallett- Cross Examination

1 ~,lLaLi sorl-PU-I=-pg,s-e-s-?- --------

2

3

4 Q

THE COURT: Let· s identify that, is

that 39?

39. thank YOU. In fact YOU used this

5 footprint here, is that correct, YOur X right there, is

6 that the ones yoU used to compare with Elizabeth Haysom?

only one I hod a transparency mode of.

that right, or that's the only one YOU used.

7

8

9

, 10

,~
. 11

12

13

14

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Yes, sir.

And that's the only one YOu' didn't use, is

Well I examined all of them, but that's the

To shaH the jury today?

Yes.

NOH -- thanks, Ricky. You can resume the

15 stand, Mr. Hallett. In other words, there were what, four

16 or five other right foot impressions of Elizabeth Haysom

17 that yoU did not choose from that sample?

18

19

A

Q

There may have been that many, yes, sir.

Now I believe yoU said that Hhen YOU were

20 observing the LR-3, one of the things that YOU looked ta

21 was the distance between the first toe and the second toe

an LR-3, is that right?22

23

24

A

Q

That was one area I'looked at. yes.

And then YOU looked at the close proximity

i
I
!

25 of the second and third toe on LR-3, that·s one of the
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Testimony of Robert Hallett- Cross Examination

1 things that YOU looked at?

2

3

A

Q

Yes, sir,

Now one of the things in showing this to the

4 jury, yOU pointed out where the toes were, and they can

5 pull UP the transparency and look at where th~ toes line

6 up with this one, right?

7

8

A

Q

Yes, sir, they can,

This footprint of Elizabeth Haysom is

9 approximately the sOme length as the LR-3, right?

10

11

12

A

Q

Well, YOU can look at it,

MR, UPDIKE: Objection, Your Honor ..

You can look at it, I'll withdraw the

13 q u'e s ti 0 n, J udge ,

14

15 Q

THE COURT: Question withdrawn,

Now I have this little ruler here, yoU soid

16 this is an exact reproduction of the size of Elizabeth

17 Haysom's foot on the transparency, it's life size?

18

19

A

Q

Yes, sir,

Would YOU take this ruler and put it over

20 the raler on the photograph ana tell me if the six inches

21 on the ruler line UP with the six inches on my ruler?

22

23

24

25
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